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Viticus Group Honors Continuing Educators of the Year
Congratulations to the 2020 Continuing Educators of the Year, recognized for their outstanding
contribution to the 2020 WVC Annual Conference.

LAS VEGAS, NEVADA (April 13, 2020)—Seven exceptional educators were chosen among the many
speakers at the WVC Annual Conference in Las Vegas, Nevada, on February 16-19, 2020 as
Continuing Educators of the Year. At this leading veterinary conference powered by Viticus Group,
participants select the conference presenters they feel are superior in their ability to deliver
information with insight, accuracy, depth, and openness.
We recognize and honor the following 2020 Continuing Educators of the Year:
Olivia Petritz, DVM, DACZM

Avian & Exotics

Lori Bidwell, DVM, CVA, DACVAA

Equine

Daniel Thomson, DVM, MS, PhD

Food Animal

Louise Dunn

Practice Management

Karen Tobias, DVM, MS, DACVS

Small Animal

Harold Davis, BA, RVT, VTS (Emergency & Critical Care)

Veterinary Technician

Howard Seim, III, DVM, DACVS

Hands-on

We also recognize and appreciate the 2020 Moderators of the Year:
Meghan Burns, DVM
Emma Gebhardt, DVM

“We are indebted to the amazing educators who commit their time, talent, and efforts to furthering
important knowledge in the veterinary profession,” says Viticus Group CEO Andrea Davis. “We thank
and congratulate these respected professionals who contribute to the success of the WVC Annual
Conference and the veterinary industry. They make learning such a positive experience for veterinary
professionals in every category.”
To learn more about these honored educators and see other award recipients, please visit our awards
page.

About Viticus Group
As new discoveries and powerful innovations alter the world of animal and human health, Viticus
Group (formerly WVC) is the leading provider of world-class programming and in-depth learning
opportunities for veterinary and human health professionals. The Viticus Center offers state-of-theart education at two cutting-edge technology facilities, presenting a variety of continuing education
courses and providing access to specialized training for both veterinary and human health
professionals. Our WVC Annual Conference serves as the veterinary profession’s premier gathering
for innovative education and an opportunity to engage with other industry professionals seeking
growth. Bringing together life and medicine in Viticus, we envision a future where all medical
professionals have access to year-round, hands-on training for a one-of-a-kind experience. For more
information, please visit viticusgroup.org.

